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I-ASC strives to increase communication access worldwide!
Currently, the nonspeaking population is underserved. There are more potential spellers than trained
practitioners. To increase communication and learning for more nonspeakers and support their
families, I-ASC is committed to training more rigorously prepared S2C Practitioners.
I-ASC offers Practitioner training in Spelling to Communicate (S2C), a method for teaching purposeful
motors skills for communication for individuals with autism and other sensory-motor challenges as a
means of Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC). S2C Practitioners work with
nonspeaking children and adults to teach the motor skills necessary to point to letters to spell words. As
motor skills improve through consistent practice, students progress from pointing to letters on
letterboards to typing on a keyboard
Given the assumption that each S2C Practitioner will serve at least 15 new nonspeakers per year, over a
20-year career, that means each S2C Practitioner has the potential to help 300 nonspeaking people. For
every training cohort of 10 S2C Practitioners, they will be able to collectively serve 3,000 nonspeaking
individuals; 10 cohorts could support 30,000 nonspeaking people! The more practitioners trained
worldwide, the more nonspeakers will be able to effectively communicate.
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NONSPEAKING AUTISTICS CAN NO
LONGER SHOW RESTRAINT ABOUT
RESTRAINTS
~Noah Seback is a nonspeaker but NOT a nonthinker or nonfeeler.

The recent release of Sia’s movie Music has stirred
controversy and debate with and among the
nonspeaking autistic community: my community. The
uproar has subsided, but the conversation should not.
So let’s talk.
As a neurotypical: What if your actions were so
misconstrued that you were physically subdued
against your will, forcefully, even brutally? What if this
happened not once, not twice, but again and again?
What if this happened in front of your friends? What if
this happened minus any witnesses because you were
isolated in a solitary confinement of sorts? What if no
one even bothered to ask you what was up, why you
were acting in such a way? What if no one asked you
your opinion about helping to prevent it? What if they
didn’t seem to have any reservations about
manhandling you, restraining you? What if this was
business as usual for them, no apologies or remorse?
What if they maybe even thought you deserved it?
Would you accuse them of harassment? Would you
charge them with assault? Would you take out a
‘restraining order’ against them? (Poetic justice, that
last one…)

READ MORE
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MOTORIETY? WHAT THE HACK
IS THAT????
~Giorgena Sarantopoulos, S2C Practitioner & Leadership Cadre

You (spellers), and all individuals with apraxia and
sensory-movement differences, often prefer
instructions for the completion of motor actions
broken down into smaller steps. You may be very
familiar with some of your clinicians referring to this
breakdown of steps as a motor task analysis. These
step-by-step motor tasks are ideally practiced
frequently until the steps collectively become
“automatic” and require little to no planning before
execution, which of course can be problematic.
One way of adapting a motor task is by modifying the
task with some simple innovation – or a hack – making
the execution of the action easier. Our favourite type
of hack is a tool or a prompt with VAKT (visual,
auditory, kinesthetic or tactile) properties that can be
implemented as a standalone action or within a chain
of steps, and result in an effective modification to the
execution of a motor task.
When clever dyspraxic bodies discover some of these
motor hacks, it is like they are discovering GOLD! With
this in mind, for our newest resource, I-ASC will be
sharing favourite motor hacks developed by spellers
and practitioners, giving these mighty hacks the
MOTORIETY they deserve! Here’s a sneak peek at our
first motor hack.
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Mark your calendars now for
Spring Into Spelling!
The I-ASC Benefit for Communication Access! The livestreaming interactive event will be held on Thursday,
May 20, 2021. Tons of great items to bid on,
entertainment that will keep you guessing, and an
exciting virtual format that allows anyone, anywhere, to
be a part of our annual fun! You don't want to miss IASC's BIGGEST event and celebration of the year! Stay
tuned more details to come!

Boards & Chords Rocked!!!

Boards & Chords was truly a musical celebration of
Spellers from all over the world! Thank you to all the
Spellers, Parents, Advocates, Practitioners,
Communication Partners, sponsors and everyone else
that helped to make the first annual Boards & Chords a
huge success!
You can now see all of the videos on our website and we
hope you will be thinking about your performance for
next year!!!
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A MESSAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY
Communication is universal, with access, agency, and
autonomy, everyone can be heard.
In this time of disruption, polarization, and fear in our
world, I-ASC stands firm in our commitment to increase
communication access for ALL nonspeaking, minimally
speaking and unreliably speaking people globally. I-ASC
functions under the premise that our community of
nonspeaking individuals, their families, trained
practitioners and informed allies come together with an
intention to share and support a safe space to learn and
grow. We embrace the diversity of our community
without judgment or discrimination. There is zero
tolerance for bullying and we will not engage in
arguments.
We embrace all in our diverse community. The personal
beliefs and opinions of our community members are
their own and do not necessarily reflect the position or
policies of I-ASC or its employees.
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Motormorphosis
is around the corner - save the date!

JULY 2021
The Summer Brings Motormorphosis
Nonspeaking, minimally speaking and unreliably
speaking individuals are on a transformative quest to
synchronize mind and motor. Starting with the
development of the motor skills to spell and building
to whole body, purposeful movement, this epic
transformation can be described as
MOTORMORPHOSIS!
Motormorphosis is I-ASC's annual conference held in
Northern Virginia the last week of July. The
conference presents the latest information in
communication, motor and advocacy. Presenters are
spellers, families, speakers, researchers and
practitioners.
Last year, due to COVID we moved to a virtual format.
As vaccines become more readily available and
based upon requests from the community, we are
considering the possibility of an in person
conference. We would appreciate your input through
the survey link below.
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